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Abstract 

A semitheoretical analysis for the pre-entrained hydraulic jump shows 'the sequent depth ratio depends 
on the approaching flow air concentration 	Jump length may be defined arbitrarily. The energy loss 
is higher in the pre-entrained jump than in the normal jump and is a function of the Froude number. 

Key words : Air entrainment, concentration, energy loss, sequent depth, length, hydraulic jump 
(normal, Pre-entrained), stilling basin. 

Introduction 

Air entrainment and velocity distribution are two of the most important characteristics 
of a hydraulic jump. The other characteristics of the jump are sequent depth ratio, 
length of the jump and energy loss. Belangerl was the first to derive a relationship 
for sequent depths by applying the momentum equation. Harleman 2  showed that 
neglecting of turbulent fluctuation balances the uniform velocity distribution. Belan- 
ger's equation has been verified by many investigators experimentally and often a ratio 
lower than the one calculated by the equation has been recorded. Rajaratnams" 
corrected the momentum equation taking the bed shear force also into consideration. 
His equation gives a lower ratio of sequent depths for undeveloped flow and he points 
out that in the case of a jump with fully developed flow the sequent depth may be 
higher than that predicted by his equation. Leutheusser and Vishwanathan s  observed 

that for reasons which are not yet clear, jumps with undeveloped upstream flows show 
larger sequent depth ratios and smaller lengths than jumps with fully developed flows. 
Further, it is to be noted that whenever one compares the sequent depths it is essential 
to be clear about the definition adopted for the length of the jump. The length of the 

Jump is also important in designing stilling basins. The beginning of the jump or 
the toe of the jump may easily be fixed as the mean position of the oscillation at the 
abrupt rise of the water surface. • But there has not been any general accord as to the 
end of the jump and has become a controversial matter for the past few decades. 
According to Rouse et al 6  the jump length is arbitrary because the jump never 
ends but only approaches asymptotically a state of depth, velocity and turbulent 
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equilibrium. Several investigators have proposed varying definitions of the length of 

the jump" , 8  based on the following considerations: 

(0 Up to the end of the roller' Pt 8 , 
(ii) based on 2% mean air concentration', (iii) based 

on depth of flows , 8 a 9 , 

(iv) up to a distance at which the bed velocity is a certain p er. 
centage of the approach flowl°, (v) uniform velocity distribution criterions and (vi) based 
on the force exerted by the flow at the end of the jump on a cylindrical body 8  & Ill 

Each one of the definitions is justifiable in its own way from the point of view of 
field applications depending on specific needs. The end of the roller may be chosen 
for stilling basic design provided the downstream is composed of hard rock. On the 
other hand, if the downstream consists of movable materials such as loose sand or 
pebbles, then the criterion of a certain percentage of approach velocity on the bed 
appears more reasonable. While designing the stilling basin as a roof of a powe r  
house, where random stresses have to be accounted for, the criterion of pressure fluctua- 
tion,9 and when the weight component of two phase flow is to be considered, Rajaratnam's 
suggestion suits best. From the analytical point of view the end portion of the jump 
is that where all the effects due to the jump inclusive of air entrainment and turbulence 
are completely absent. However, recently (1976) Mehrotran analysed the length of 
the jump on the assumption that the turbulent roller comprises energy containing eddies 
which feed upon the flow outside the roller and decay follows the well-known laws of 
decay for such eddies. The assumption of isotropic characteristics of turbulence in 
itself is indeed open for criticism. 
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Fla. 2. View of the Pre-entrained Hydraulic 
Jump (PT-Ti). 

FIG. 3. Plan view of the Normal Hydraulic 
Jump (NHJ). 

The energy loss due to the jump has also been investigated by many investigators.3 &7 
However, all these investigations NeN ere carried out on a Normal hydraulic jump (NILE)' 
There seems to be hardly any information about such characteristics in the case of 

Pre-entrained hydraulic jump (PHJ) '. The jump, created with an approach flow with 
aerated conditions such as near the toe of the spillways, is called the pre-entraircd 
hydraulic jump (PILE)'. In the present paper results of a comparathe study of the 
NHJ and the PHJ are presented." 

Definitions :  Some definitions for aerated flow as proposed by several investigas 
tors14-16  for terms such as air concentration (C); mean air concentraticn, e; transi- 
tional mean concentration, e7; mean depth d; transitional depth, dr ; upper limit of 
the flow, d.; and mixing width b have been used. Fig. I shows the classifications 
of the aerated flow section. Straub and Anderson' 4  divided the flow into an upper 
region and a lower region whereas Lakshmana Rao and Gangadharaiah' 5  classified 

this into the free turbulent zone and the wall turbulent zone. Ehrenberger' 7  divided 

the flow into three regions which has also been shown in Fig. I. 

Experimental set ups 

Two experimental set ups were used in this investigation. A tilting flume along with 

a horizontal masonry channel at its end was used for studying the characteristics of the 
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paj. Another set up consisting of a l0.35 m long, horizontal smooth wide channel 
with a bellmouth transition was used. The general views of the PHJ and the Mij are 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. The electrical probe" developed at the Indian 
Institute of Science was used for measuring the air concentration. The velocity W as  
measured using a pitot tube. The mean position of the toe of the jump is taken as the 

origin and distance x, downstream is reckoned positive. The initial depths y 1  and yi*  
are used for normalizing the parameters for the NI1.1 and the PHJ respectively. A 
summary of the experimental details is shown in Table I. 

Results and discussions 

Momentum Equation: The flow in this investigation was not fully developed. Fig. 4 
shows that the sequent depth ratio for the NHJ is higher than that predicted by 
Belanger's momentum equation. In this case, only one run gave a value equal to that 
of the Belanger's equation. This difference is due to the basic assumptions made in 
deriving the momentum equation such as neglecting the shear and air entraitment, 
and variation of turbulence level. 

In the case of the PHJ, there is little information available regarding the effect of air 
entrainment on sequent depth. 	Earlier 	investigators 3  presented empirical equations 

Fto. 4 Variation of sequent depth ratio with Froude numbe t  (NM). 
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Table I 

Experimental Details 

Pre-entrained Hydraulic Jump 

 

Series B Series E 

   

Run No. 	84 
	

BO 
	

132 	B3 	El) 	E2 	E3 

Discharge 
1/sec. 	28.32 
	

42.48 
	

56.41 
	

71.22 	28•32 	56.41 	71.22 

Re, 	65680 
	

98520 
	

130840 165190 	66800 	133070 	168000 

F1 	6.03 
	

. 10 
	

4-23 
	

5.11 	5-49 	5.89 	5.19 

311. in cm. 	2-38 
	

323 
	

4.43 
	

4.56 	2-35 	3.55 	4.51 

Normal Hydraulic Jump 

Run. No. 	
RI 	

R2 	R3 	R4 	R5 	R6 

Discharge 
1/sec. 18-41 21.24 25-49 29.79 34.21 37.10 

F4 	 5.92 
	

7-64 
	

9.14 
	

9.22 
	

10.47 
	

9.88 

Rei 	 32340 
	

37310 
	

44780 
	

52340 
	

59510 
	

65170 

Y1 1•22 1-31 1.07 I '22 1.52 

• 
do 

Note: 	cfs = 18•32 //sec ; y i*  =-- 	=-- .1(1 	c)dy ; 

yI = depth measured up to free surface (NHJ). 

which yielded contradictory results. 	Rajaratnam5  attempted to present a rational 

theory for the PHJ. In this section an attempt is made to include gie density varia- 
tion due to air entrainment in aerated flow, along with the assumption of similarity of 
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velocity distribution for the PHJ. The schematic diagram of the PHJ is shown in Fig. 5 
The following assumptions are made in the analysis, namely, (i) the bed slope is zero 
and the approaching flow is uniformly aerated, (ii) no air is present at the end of the 
ump, (iii) hydrostatic pressure distribution exists at the toe of the jump, (iv) the turbulent 
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FIG. 5. Se'lem ttic sletc:1 of p:e-.-mtrained hydraulic jump. 

contribution to the momentum and the effect of variation of velocity with depth along 
the jump is neglected as they have a tendency to balance each other and are small 2  and 
(v) the velocity and the concentration distributions of the approach flow section are 
as shown in Fig. 6. 

Computation of momentum is carried out as follows: 

(a) Referring to Figs. 5 and 6, the mean velocity at section 1-1 for the wall region, 
the intermediate region (4 — 6), and the upper region may be written as 

a 

f v dy 

d T 

/7  I  2 n 	f V dy d r  — 
(1) 

and 
v s  

17  3  rz 	f v dy 
dr 
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FIG. 6. Velocity and air concentration disti ibutions at section 1-1. 

in which b is the wall turbulent thickness. d r  is Ile tritsiticril &pa Ere d„ is the 
upper limit of the flow. The mean air concentraticn in the lower and upper regions 
may respectively be written as 

dT 

f C dy (2) 

0 

and 

7, 	, 	I  
d 	dr u, 

f 
dr 

(3) 

Assuming unit width of the flow, the momentum at section 1-1, after correcting for 
the density of aerated flow (using the equation of Lakshmana Rao et all% may be 

written as 

6  ( 1  - 	 er3 g1  17 '12 . ± (I 

± 	dT) (1-1 - 1 

— .1 e 	y P ) a 	2.2  }" 
C. 

( p32] 	 4)  

in which is the specific weight of water and b/2 is the half mixing width, 
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The momentum at section 2-2 may be written as 

Pt P22  y.2* 
(5) 

in which p, is the momentum coefficient for nonuniform velocity distribution and P, 
is the mean velocity at section 2-2. Now, the equations for different forces maY be 
written as follows: 

(a) Taking the density variation" for the lower and upper regions, the pressure force 
at section 1-1 is equal to 

[(1-1 - 1 eu,) (4-511  — -12) 
{dii, + (12} + 2 (1-1 .1 eT) dr ] 

24 	 (b) 

and at section 2-2 is equal to 

Y.V22* 
(7) 

(b) Shear force : The boundary shear stress, t o, may be taken as4  

to = 115.5  2  (8) 
;. 

in which ch  the local skin friction coefficient, may be taken as 

0.0424  
(if,„„fi V- 2-5 	 (9) 

v ) 

in which V,„ az  is the maximum velocity at the cross section, par  is the mass density of air 
water mixture, and v is the kinematic viscosity. 

Using eqs. (8) and (9) and integrating the shear stress over the length of the jump (Li) 
yields 

Li 

Pf 	y f V 1 I7: 45-°•26  dx 	 (10) 

in which 

K • 0.0424  0-24  
1  = 2 g 

• 
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Applying the principle that the rate of 
force to the free body diagram (Fig. 6). of 
momentum equation may be written as •• 

dale of m. o.  menium equals the external 
the PHJ and using eq. (1) to (10), the 

. 
. 02  + 2fi, F82  irk — 15- F52  A — b 

	— 2d T { 	I- 1) F71  A l de, ' 	2 	T  ii .r 

, 	

4 ) 
I dr \2 i(4 \ 2  zze  - )

A - 4 
(47  )2  A -  4- Pl- 	 (11) 2  — -- 4 ) I l 	1  i 1 	\ -d. 1.  . 	2  d: Y — ° . 	1 • . 	. 	. 	. 

in which 

A, = (1-1- 1 Cu), 

• 
\ 	I 

Y2* no—   (1 – I 	Cri ), (1) --= -r- 
ani  4  

• 

vi 2 
F52  = 

g di, 
, F2R  = 2  2  , 

gds  1  4  

V 2  
F72 = HL ,  

g d„, 

p 2 
F 2  — 2  — • 

gdett  

Using the results of Sigalla's for the wall jet, the following values may be assumed, 
namely 

and 
2.25 c/T , 

*071 1 I d,,a . 

3 =---- 0* 16 dm  

}

b = 0 .7466 4 
(12) 

Substituting the values from eq. (12) in eq. (11), it may be rewritten as 

2fi1  F82  cts 	A 2  { • 07111 F52  0: 7466 F62  + Q • 790} 

— A I  {2 50 c/ 2. F72  ± O. 8024} pi f  0 

in which 

(13) 

Li 	 . 

1 2K 
p , = ---1. f Pas 45 -°' 25  dx. 

d 2  Ill 	
mar 

0 

It may be seen from eq. (13) that the sequent depth ratio reduces due to air entrainment 
and that the major contributing factor is the lower region. This is in agreement with 
the theoretical analysis of Rajaratnam. 3  

• The variation of the sequent depth ratio with Froude number for the PRY is shown 
in Fig. 7. It shows a higher value than that given by Belanger's equation, confirming 
the earlier observations with respect to the NFIJ (Fig. 4). The extra sequent depth 
recorded is around 29-5 0/s. The PHJ gives a higher sequent depth ratio than the MIL 
However, eq. (13) has to be verified experimentally whic h has not been made in this 
study due to difficulties in controlling the mean concentration of the approach ticyv 
and to vary it systematically, 
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Roller depth, y, ) : The roller depth was taken at the section at which the zero isovei 
meets the free surface. The relationships between y o /y 2  and the initial Fronde number  
for the NFU and the PFIJ are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Two empirical relations, namely, 

Yti  =-- 0.623 + 005156 F4 	 (14) _V 2 

16 
• AUTHORS 
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F1 

FIG. 7. Variition of sequent depth ratio with Froude number (PM). 
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and 

Y2* 
r- 0.933 + 0 .01 6 F1 	 (15) 

may be fitted to the experimental data. 

Length of the jump : Several lengths based on the experimental observations may be 
defined as follows: 

(i) Length of intake zone, L q, and length of releasing zone, LR: These lengths are 
defined based on the distribution of mean concentration along the jump. 3  The dis- 
tance from the toe to the point at which the mean air concentration reaches a maximum 
value is taken as the 'length of the intake zone' (L i) and beyond this point to the 
section at which 2% mean air concentration exists is taken as the length of the releasing 
zone' (La). 

(ii) Length of the roller, L ri  : The horizontal distance between the toe of the jump to 
that section at which the zero isovel emerges to the free surface is taken as the length 
of the roller. 

(iii) Length of the jump, L 0i : This is based on the veloctiy distribution along the 
jump. After a certain distance, the flow attains uniform velocity distribution condi- 
tions, which fixes the length of the jump from the toe. 

(iv) Rajaratnam's criterion, Li : is the sum of the air intake (Li) and the air release 

zone (La). This distance is arbitrary in the sense that one may choose the distance at 
which either 5 % or 1 % mean concentration or any other value exists. 

-(v) Length- of kink, Le k1 : This definition is based on the air concentration distribution. 

In the beginning of the jump the air concentration profiles exhibit kinks and values 
may vary very rapidly in this region. The distance between the toe and the point of 
disappearance of these kinks is taken as the kink length, 411  from the concentration 

distribution plots. 13,1 ° 

Figs. 10 and 11 show the normalized length characteristics for both the NM and 
the PEI resnectivelv. However, the data from Rajaratnam's" results are also utilised 
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and general trends are shown in Fig. 10. It may be seen from the figures that L yi  > 
> ci  > 	> Lai > L x . These lengths show an increasing tendency with Froudee  
number. The LR is of the same order of magnitude as Lai. In the case of the HA 
L' 61  is taken as the distante at which 8% mean concentration exists, as the length of the 
flume was small and the measurements could not be taken till C reaches 2%. The 
releasing zone in the PM* is greater than in the NHL 

Variation of relative distances with Froude number is shown in Figs. 12, 13 and 14. 
The relative intake zone length reduces as the Froude number increases and varies 
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from 0.42 to 0.05 in a Froude number range of 2 to 11 .0. But Leo/Lej  gradually 
decreases as the Froude number increases (Fig. 12), reaches a minimum value and 
shows an increasing tendency further with Froude number. The releasing zone shows 
an opposite trend to the variation of the intake zone. The roller length is found to 
increase with the Froude number. It may be observed from Fig. 13 that the relative 
lengths decrease sharply in the lower range of Froude numbers and remain practically 
constant in the upper ranges. The ratio of the length of the jump, Lib  to that of the 
roller Len  is around 2.2 and L„igici  is around 1 .5 beyond a Froude number value of 
about 7-6. 

In the case of the PRI no definite conclusions could be drawn as the experimental 
Fronde number range was very small. It was observed that L,.i  > Lai  > 4. While 
LiL yi  does not exhibit any trend, the other two namely, Lacs and LeaR  exhibit 
linear variations (Fig. 14). 
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in the case of the PHJ, unlike in the NHJ, the wall concentration exists even before 
the toe of the jun. After the jump, this wall concentration becomes zero at a certain 
distance from the toe. This distance 4. 0  shows an increasing tendency with Froude 
number (Fig. 15). 

Relative energy loss: Based on the specific energy concepe the energy loss, EL , for 
the jump was computed. Fig. 16 shows the relative energy loss Ea/  for both the 
NHJ and the PHJ. The PHJ is found to have more relative energy loss than the NM 
for a given Froude number and increases with it. As the Froude number increases 
the transitional mean air concentration, C r, increases." The theoretical prediction of 
Rajaratnam shows that the relative energy loss is a function of transitional mean air 
concentration of the approach flow. Hence the effect of increase in concentration is to 
increase energy loss. 
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Conclusions 
Although the scatter of points is 'large in many plots which is understandable in a 
complex and random phenomenon like the jump as a result of which experimentation 
becomes difficult, an effort is made here to draw meaningful conclusions based on the 

trends seen in the several correlation studies. 

.1. Experimental values exhibit nearly 25% higher sequent depth ratio than those 
given by Belanger's equation. In the case of the PHJ this extra value is about 29-5%. 
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FIG. 16. Correlation of relative energy loss with Froude number. 

2. A semitheoretical equation for the sequent depth ratio is presented in the case 
of the PHJ, taking the upper region of the approaching uniformly serated flow also 
into account. The sequent depth ratio is influenced by the approaching flow concen- 
tration and the major contributing factor is the lower region. 

3. The depth at the end of the roller may exceed the sequent depth depending on the 
Froude number. 

4. The length of the jump is arbitrary and may be chosen depending on the require- 
ments. It is found that L ej  > L6, > 41 > L oki > 4. The order of magnitude of 4 )  
and 1,2 ate the sam: in the case of the NHJ. In the PEIJ the length of releasing zone 
is greater than in the NHJ. 

5. The relative energy loss is higher in the PHJ than the NH.J. This difference 
increases with the Froude number. 
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Appendix 

Mixing width; 

Air concentration; 

EL 

F4 

Pt 

Re, 

Yi 	* 

Y29 Y2* 

yn  
6 

Energy loss; 

Specific energy at section 1-1; 

Initial Froude number with respect to initial depth of flow (PHJ); Pl kigy, * ; 

Initial Froude number with respect to initial depth of flow (NHJ); Wu, ; 
Different definitions of the length of the jump; 

Integrated shear force; 

Discharge in litsfsec.; 

Reynolds number with respect to mean depth; 

Local velocity; 

Mean velocity; 

Longitudinal distance along the jump from toe; 

Local depth; 

Initial depth of flow for the NHJ and the PHJ; 

Sequent depths of NHJ and PHJ; 

Depth at the roller end; 

Wall turbulent thickness; 

NHJ 

PHJ 

Kinematic viscosity; 

Wall shear; 

Sequent depth ratio; 

Normal hydraulic jump; 

Pre-entrained hydraulic jump. 




